DGpS roller exchange and printing unit inspection program


quality assurance of your

DgpS executes de renewal of your compounded rollers on a regular base and

printing jobs.

combines this with a free inspection of your printing units.
Based on a mutual agreed planning, we come by with a new compounded roller set.
During our fist visit we will exchange the rollers and bearings of the first printing unit.
We will take the old rollers with us to let them be recompounded. This “new



Minimalization of downtime.



No concerns with regards to
bad rollers and roller

recompounded set” will then be used during our second visit to exchange the rollers

maintenance.

of the second unit. This will be repeated until all units are done. We will take care of
the recompounding with the compound quality of your choise and eventual the
supplier of your choise.

Stabile and consistent



A specialist at your machine
on a regular base.

During the visit we will fully inspect the printing unit and you will obtain a full
inspection report and maintenance advice.



Regular, skilled and
thorough inspection of your
printing units.

The exchange program will be tailor made to your wishes.


An excellent preventive
maintenance program on
your printing units.

The cost for this is very competitive, partly depending on of the location of your
production plant. The cost are fixed per unit and includes cost for recompounding, travel,
lodging and labour costs. For an exchanche during the weekens a surcharge will be
charged.
We would be pleased to quote such a program, tailored to your specific needs.



No resource requirements
anymore from your own
people.



No investment in an
additional rollerset.

The roller set of the exchange program consist of 7
compounded rollers ( B, D1, D3, E2, E3, E1 en G) according to
the picture. The rollers are being delivered in a special crate
which is also used for sending the “old” set back.
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